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WELLWAIJ CURVE  
CONVEYOR BELTS

Are you looking for a curve conveyor belt for your round conveyor system? A belt 
which is specially designed for your machine and purpose? A belt of excellent quality 
which turns effortlessly and does not “wave” or “pull”? In this case, choose the curve 
conveyor belt of Wellwaij Belting.  

Since 1993, Wellwaij Belting manufactures  
and processes high quality conveyor and 
process belts for a variety of applications. 
Over twenty years we have established a 
reputation as a specialist in regard to the 
manufacturing of curve conveyor belts.  

Accurately measured and cut  
Production of curve belts is a specialized 
job, because even a small measuring or 
cutting error can lead to practical problems. 
Our computer-controlled cutting machine 
allows us to measure and cut conveyor 
belts in any size and with exceptionally  
high accuracy. 

Customized solution  
Wellwaij curve conveyor belts are available 
in both PU and PVC and in various colours 
and thicknesses. Depending on the  
application the belts can be fitted with 
accessories, such as spill edges, side skirts 
or holes (with or without eyelets).  
Many different designs are possible. 
 
Food industry 
Our round belts are also widely used in the 
food industry. These belts meet the FDA/EU 
prescriptions.  

Service and support   
With our technical expertise, years of  
experience and high level of service we 
guarantee excellent support to ensure a 
superb performance of your curve belt.   

Do you want some more information? 
Please feel free to contact us.
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New
ADVANTAGES
+   Customized solutions 
+   Accurately measured and cut
+   Available in PU and  PVC
+   Can be fitted with accessories
+   Also suitable for the transport   
     of food  


